
Date: 4/20/2017 

Scott,  

Thank you for the opportunity to address your several questions. Please see our responses below 

and feel free to follow-up with any additional questions you may have. 

Nancy, thank you for this information.  I have a couple of follow-up questions, for clarification: 

1. There are 2 maps with different acreages referenced.  The map dated 4-11-17 by indicates 

43 gross acres for a school site, along with 7.2 ares for a park and 6.5 acres MF, for a 

total of 56.7 acres.  The second map also dated 4-11-17 but labeled Airport Safety Zone 

indicated the net area outside of the Zone 6 designation as 19 acres, with 15.2 acres inside 

the Zone 6 area.  The MF land area is 5.2 acres.  Total net area is 39.4 acres Exactly what 

area are you referencing for the $33M asking price, and on what map? 

  

GH PacVest : The $33 M price indicates the 43 gross acres for the school site, see map 

attached. 

 
 

2. Our field visit last year indicates a potential riparian corridor impacting the subject Chen 

land, along with potential wetlands.  Has an environmental delineation been completed 

determining any potential jurisdictional areas by the Army Corps of Engineers, Fish & 

Wildlife, Regional Water Quality Control Board, etc.?  If so, please provide that 

documentation. 

 

GH PacVest: Currently, GH PacVest has completed the wetland boundary surveying and 

mapping, and the documents are waiting to be submitted to the Army Corps of Engineers 



for approval. According to the survey report of our ecological consultants (Oldberding 

Environmental), the delineated wetlands are mainly located in the southwest corner of the 

property to the south of Dublin Blvd. The report indicates that there are no wetlands on 

the parcel that we propose to sell to the school district. Within the parcel, however, there 

is possibly some hydrological characteristics that will require consideration, such as two 

intermittent drainages formed by the natural terrain. Based on our knowledge, 

construction affecting these natural features may require approval by the Regional Water 

Quality Control Board, but it does not need examination or approval from other 

departments. 

 

The wetland boundary and intermittent drainages location map are showing as below: 

 

 

 

3. You have quoted a price of $33M.  Per question 1 above please indicate what area is 

included in fee, and what area would be shared with the City? 

 

GH PacVest: As indicated on the following plat, the price $33Million is for the 43 acres 

of land on the north of Dublin Blvd. The 7.2 acres of land shown in the figure is the 

planned community park, and the City will be responsible for its urban development. 



 
 

 

4. Please define the proposed condition of the land area you are proposing to sell to the 

District, including: 

 

a. Is the property owner developing a finished pad, at an estimated elevation of 420’ 

including all access improvements from the proposed extension of Dublin Blvd., 

retaining walls along Dublin Blvd., and the access road to the site off Dublin Blvd, 

including any retaining walls? 

 

GH PacVest: We will provide preliminary leveled-off venues at an elevation of 

around 420’. Our quotation does not include the retaining wall or the entrance road 

which connects to Dublin Blvd. 

 

 

b. Will all utilities: wet and dry be stubbed to the property? 

GH PacVest: The answer is yes. GH PacVest will provide utility stub out to the 

board of school site. We can provide various pipeline infrastructure (water, 

electricity, gas, sewage, data lines, etc.), but not within the scope of school land. To 

avoid duplicated work, we will need to coordinate with the School District site design 

and the planned construction of Dublin Blvd design in terms of time schedule.  

 



5. With the various entitlement issues the property owner has for the developmen of this 

land, please give me your best time schedule for the owner to process all discretionary 

entitlements to develop the land to a finished pad including General Plan changes, 

environmental clearances (biology, etc.), construction of the extension of Dublin Blvd. 

and access road.  What do you envision the District to do in regards to entitlements? 

 

GH PacVest: GH PacVest has the financial capabilities and is committed to moving this 

project forward at an accelerated pace.  With DUSD's interest and CDE/Airport 

support, PacVest could make the Open Space land north of the Dublin Boulevard 

extension its own legal parcel.  This would allow PacVest to quickly proceed with 

entitling the remaining land, including the Dublin Boulevard extension, without the 

added CEQA process required for the future high school to be built on what is now Open 

Space. A General Plan change, along with the necessary environmental clearances for the 

site, can be a timely process.  We believe the opportunity for a full size high school in 

East Dublin will align the interests of the City, DUSD, and the land owners and result in 

a mutually beneficial level of cooperation to complete the extension of Dublin Boulevard 

and perform the required site work in cadence with the necessary changes to the General 

Plan.  We feel with a CEQA/Negative Declaration of Exemption, our financial strength 

and cooperation this could be a +/- 3 year process. According to the plan of City of 

Dublin, the contruction of Dublin  Blvd Extension expects to be done by 2021. With the 

assistance of GH PacVest, we believe this project will complete earlier than plan. 

 

a. The School District, as the owner of the school site, will be responsible for all the 

entitlements, approvals and work related to the school project. 

 

b. GH PacVest will be responsible for all areas except the 43-acre school site. Due to the 

different property owners, different locations various time schedules and limiting 

factors, school projects and GH PacVest project work should be separated 

independently. 

 

 

c. Dublin Blvd is a public facility, and Dublin City will be responsible for the Dublin 

Blvd project and its related work of examination and approval. According to Obaid 

information, the conservative estimate for Dublin Blvd project won’t be finished until 

2021. With GH PacVest’s assistance, it may be possible to complete the project ahead 

of schedule. 

 

6. As a question, I understand the developer does not have site control by agreement.  Is that 

accurate?  If so, when will they have site control to be able to negotiate? 

 

GH PacVest: In terms of the land control, GH PacVest has signed a binding land 

purchase agreement with the current owner group, and the preliminary time set for 



closing is May 2nd, (with the possibility of extending the closing to no later than June 

30th.)   (As you know, GH PacVest has already acquired the adjoin Anderson property.)  

 

 I’m available to discuss this if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

 


